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Panel 1 “Comparative study of mesophyll photosynthetic sensitivity and leaf hydraulic   

conductance to water stress in Eucalyptus” 
  Amanda Salvi – University of Wisconsin – Madison 
   

One of the most important but least studied constraints on the evolution and productivity of land plants is 
the sensitivity of mesophyll photosynthetic capacity to leaf water potential. Although declines in 
photosynthetic rates during limited water supply partly reflect a drop in stomatal conductance, there is 
another, often overlooked cause: the tendency for intracellular, that is, mesophyll photosynthetic capacity 
to shut down at low leaf water potentials. This tendency, which we term mesophyll sensitivity, was likely 
an important constraint on the evolution of land plants and shaped several key traits affecting 
photosynthesis and water use efficiency. However, almost nothing is known about how mesophyll 
sensitivity varies among closely related, but ecologically divergent plants. We evaluated the vulnerability 
of photosynthesis to water stress in three species of Eucalyptus native to different locations along a 
moisture gradient in southeastern Australia. We found that E. regnans from the rainiest habitat has the 
greatest mesophyll sensitivity, while E. dumosa from the driest habitat has the least mesophyll sensitivity. 

 
 
 
Panel 2  “Understanding the ionomics of an actively growing root of Arachis hypogaea” 
  Aniruddha Acharya – University of Louisiana at Lafayette 
 

Plants roots are responsible for anchorage, absorption and transport of water, mineral acquisition, and 
storage of carbohydrates for future use. Plants grow in diverse habitat and thus their root encounters diverse 
environment. However, regardless of the conditions they grow in, they must maintain a certain ionic 
balance within their cell to maintain optimal metabolic rate. Often cells in root must store very high 
concentration of elements within them and regulate osmotic-charge balance at the same time to maintain 
cellular homeostasis. Element compartmentation is a process by which they exclude toxic elements and 
store excess elements in vacuoles to maintain optimal metabolic rate. The cell specific distribution of 
elements in root depends on expression of specific channels and transporters and is poorly understood. We 
studied element compartmentation in young and actively growing root using peanut (Arachis hypogaea) as 
a model. Seeds were germinated in deionized water and the radicle was analyzed using cryo-SEM-EDS. A 
characteristic tissue specific pattern of distribution was observed. The pattern of element distribution varied 
spatially along the length of the radicle and were consistent in repeated experiments. Potassium was 
concentrated in the vascular bundle while phosphorous formed a ring surrounding the vascular bundle. A 
sulfur ring was observed that colocalized with the phosphorous ring. An interesting observation was 
observed when roots were placed in calcium nitrate solution for 24 hours. We saw that root primordium 
excludes calcium accumulation. Thin sections of plastic embedded radicle were made using ultramicrotome 
and studied in light microscope to understand the anatomy. Inductively coupled plasma optical emission 
spectroscopy (ICP-OES) and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) was used to find the molar 
concentration of elements across root length and the seed. Fluorescent dyes were used to understand the 
suberization, lignification and physiology of the radicle tissue. 

 



Panel 3 “Artificial hybridization between Amaranthus tuberculatus and Amaranthus albus” 
  Brent Murphy – University of Illinois 
 

The Amaranthus genus includes highly successful agricultural weeds originating in North America. Each 
species within the genus possesses a unique geographical range in addition to key traits. The majority of 
herbicide resistance traits present within the genus are concentrated on few key species: Amaranthus 
tuberculatus and A. palmeri. Species with overlapping geographical ranges possess favorable weedy 
characteristics not present in A. tuberculatus or A. palmeri, such as the tumbling seed dispersal mechanism 
of A. albus. The hybridization potential between A. tuberculatus and A. albus was determined in a 
controlled environment. A unidirectional hybridization rate of 0.0046% was observed in A. albus progeny. 
The hybrids possessed morphology intermediate between both parents, however dioecy and ‘erectness’ 
appeared dominant. DNA content analysis of the BC1 population suggests polyploidization may be 
required for hybridization. Screening of seeds from A. tuberculatus females grown in proximity with A. 
albus recovered no hybrids; however, a significant female gender bias was observed. Causes of the gender 
bias are investigated, including auto-pollination and apomixis. The potential unidirectional gene flow from 
A. tuberculatus to A. albus observed in this study highlights a new avenue for the gain of herbicide 
resistance by A. albus. 

 
 
Panel 4 “Microbial tolerance of plant defense compounds in the fungus-farming ant system” 
  Charlotte Francoeur – University of Wisconsin – Madison 
 

Leaf-cutter ants, important generalist herbivores in the Neotropics, are well-known for the mutualistic 
fungal symbiont that they farm as their sole food source. These ants forage from over a hundred different 
plant species that are then fed to and degraded by the fungal symbiont. The plants they forage emit a 
variety of plant compounds, which can negatively affect the fungal garden’s growth. Other insects, such as 
the mountain pine beetle, employ microbial communities in their gut to aid in plant defense compound 
detoxification. It is unknown how the leaf-cutter ant system handles toxic plant defense compounds; 
however, it is known that the fungal garden, which can be thought of as the ants’ externalized gut, has an 
established bacterial community. We hypothesize that the fungal garden’s bacterial symbionts have the 
potential to detoxify plant defense compounds, contributing to the success of leaf-cutter ants as generalist 
herbivores. In this study, we isolated over 300 bacteria, belonging to 19 genera, from Attine ant fungal 
gardens. In order to evaluate the bacterial isolates’ possible role in plant defense compound detoxification, 
we assessed their ability to grow and utilize eight different plant secondary metabolites (α-pinene, β-
caryophyllene, eucalyptol, farnesol, limonene, linalool, ρ-cymene, terpinolene). Certain bacterial isolates 
belonging to the genera Burkholderia, Pseudomonas, Pantoea, and Klebsiella, were able to grow in the 
presence of all eight compounds. The ant species that the bacteria were isolated from did not dictate their 
ability to tolerate plant defense compounds; however, particular genera were more likely to be resistant. In 
addition to in vitro assays, we sequenced the genomes of 38 strains of fungal garden associated bacteria and 
found that garden bacteria contain genes involved in terpene transformation (i.e. diterpene degradation 
cluster, cytochrome p450s). Future work will use GC-MS to investigate the ability of garden bacteria to 
degrade plant defense compounds. 

 
 
Panel 5 “Integrated Meat Goat Production and Restoration for Brush-invaded Landscapes” 
  Cherrie Nolden -  University of Wisconsin – Madison 
 

Increasing meat goat production in the Upper Midwest is helping meet the local demand by traditional goat 
meat consumers, but cost of production remains a challenge for producers. Coupling goat dietary 
preference for woody plants with managed goat production is a potential means to reduce cost of 
production while concurrently controlling woody invasive plants. The removal of fire and native grazers, 
coupled with consequent shrub and tree encroachment, has resulted in oak savanna and woodland decline 
in the Upper Midwest. Restoring and maintaining these open structured communities can be difficult for 
private landowners on whose land the majority of these remnants occur. This presents an opportunity for 
exploring an unconventional restoration tool integrated with production of healthy meat for traditional and 



nontraditional goat meat consumers. This study looked at grain-free managed browsing of meat goats in a 
shrub-infested oak woodland in southwest Wisconsin. We explored whether rotational goat browsing can 
be used as a tool to (1) restore natural composition and structure of native vegetation forms, (2) expand 
grazing land opportunities for goat producers and private landowners, (3) provide landowners and goat 
producers with a profitable and accessible tool to manage their property, and (4) support conservation 
efforts without adverse environmental effects. This study compared two grazing regimes (light and heavy) 
in five replicate blocks under a rotational grazing regime. The study observed goat browse preferences and 
changes in goat weight and health to measure goat productivity on this free forage source. Changes in 
woody plant cover, density and height, and presence and cover for herbaceous species were measured, 
along with litter depth and soil compaction.  

 
 
Panel 6 “The end of the binary vector? The GAANTRY system for construction of T-DNA 

directly in the Agrobacterium virulence plasmid via recombinase mediated cassette 
exchange” 

  Ray Collier – University of Wisconsin – Madison 
 

Agrobacterium plant diseases result from integration of tumorigenic gene containing segments of transfer 
DNA (T-DNA), launched from the Agrobacterium virulence plasmid, in the genomic DNA of infected 
plant cells. The first transgenic plants were produced by co-integration of synthetic genes into native vir 
plasmid T-DNA. Since the co-integrant strategy is difficult and time consuming, the T-DNA launch point 
was moved from the vir plasmid to the binary vector. The binary vector has for ~40 years served academia 
and industry as the T-DNA launch point for transgenic plants produced by Agrobacterium mediated 
transformation. While the binary vector is easier to use than co-integrant vectors a growing body of 
research reveals that between 30-70% of transgenic plants produced using binaries contain some amount of 
plasmid backbone. The Gelvin lab previously reported that T-DNA launch from the Agrobacterium 
chromosome produces transgenic plants without vector backbone, albeit with a large penalty in 
transformation efficiency. Since vir plasmid copy number increases during infection/induction, we 
hypothesized that T-DNA launch from the vir plasmid will produce, at a transformation efficiency similar 
to binary vectors, transgenic plants which contain high quality T-DNA. We designed, installed, and tested 
GAANTRY, a recombinase mediated cassette exchange system for in vivo construction of synthetic T-
DNA directly in the disarmed Ri plasmid of Agrobacterium rhizogenes strain NCPPB2659. The trend in 
the plant biology community is to build larger and more complex T-DNA thus subsequent to GAANTRY 
installation we exchanged recA for tetA via homologous recombination mediated replacement to produce 
the final strain ArPORT1. The efficacy of the GAANTRY system was analyzed by construction in 
ArPORT1 of a 28.5 Kbp T-DNA comprised of 10 sequentially stacked gene cargo sequences which was 
then used to generate >500 independent transgenic Arabidopsis lines. Analysis of events recovered using a 
dual antibiotic selection screen unsurprisingly revealed that ~90% exhibited all introduced traits. 
Remarkably, 68% of these lines carried a single copy of the T-DNA LB proximal selection marker while 
just 8% contained sequence from outside the T-DNA. These results suggest that vir plasmid T-DNA 
launch, as provided by the easy to use GAANTRY system, generates high quality transgenic plants at an 
acceptable frequency, making it a powerful, yet simple to use tool for plant genetic engineering. 

 
 
Panel 7  “Evaluating Wisconsin Irrigation Scheduling Program (WISP) accuracy and potential for 

improved water use efficiency” 
  Elizabeth McNamee – University of Wisconsin – Madison 
 

Irrigation scheduling is a potential tool to increase crop water use efficiency and reduce agricultural water 
use in the Wisconsin Central Sands (WCS) region. The Wisconsin Irrigation Scheduling Program, or 
WISP, is a UW-Madison developed, freely available irrigation scheduler that has been promoted to growers 
since it was first developed in the 1980s, but has never been formally validated on-farm. Despite the 
WISP’s long history and the potential benefits, Central Sands grower adoption of WISP is low (8%), and 
53% of producers do not use any objective scheduling aids. WISP uses a water budget approach to estimate 
daily soil moisture status, and relies on Priestley-Taylor satellite estimates of evapotranspiration (ET). We 



validate WISP model outputs, determine the sensitivity of WISP model parameters, and evaluate if 
irrigating with WISP increases crop water use efficiency and groundwater savings relative to business-as-
usual irrigation. Results will be useful to growers considering irrigation scheduling with WISP, growers 
that currently use WISP, extension efforts promoting WISP adoption, and researchers seeking to improve 
WISP accuracy. Further, these results will inform if a simple water balance model that uses Priestley-
Taylor ET is “good enough” for practical irrigation scheduling applications in the WCS region. 

 
 
Panel 8 “Efficient, Meristem-based Transformation of Multiple Genotypes of Soybean (Glycine 

Max L.), Cowpea (Vigna unguiculata L.), and Pinto Bean (Phaseolis vulgaris L.) 
Targeting Primable, Storable Embryonic Axis Explants” 

  Frank MacFarland – University of Wisconsin – Madison 
 

Research was conducted to develop efficient, genotype-independent, meristem-based transformation 
systems for three important legume species, soybean (Glycine max L.), cow pea (Vigna unguiculata L.), 
dry (pinto)bean (Phaseolis vulgaris L.) targeting storable, “value-added (meristem) explants”, VAEs.  
Embryonic axis explants isolated from imbibed, primed, seed of several genotypes of soybean, cow pea,and  
pinto bean were targeted for DNA delivery via Agrobacterium tumefaciens  and biolistics. Targeted 
explants were either freshly isolated, or had been dehydrated, stored for several weeks, and rehydrated prior 
to DNA delivery. Following 4-6 weeks of selection on spectinomycin containing culture medium, greening 
leaf tissue was observed. Shoots with fully developed, green trifoliate leaves were isolated and moved to 
rooting medium approximately 8 weeks after DNA delivery treatments.  Expression of screenable marker 
genes (RFP and GUS) was monitored in putative transgenic shoots, rooted plantlets, and T1 seed.  
Molecular assays of primary regenerants and seedling progeny indicated stable transgene integration in T0 
plants and inheritance of the transgenes in T1 progeny.  Mean transformation efficiencies obtained in 
preliminary experiments for cow pea, dry bean, and soybean ranged from 2.6%-8.6%. Further protocol 
optimization is underway for both Agrobacterium and biolistics-based systems. Protocol efficiency and 
flexibility were significantly enhanced via development of viable, storable, primable, “value added” 
explants (VAE’s) competent to the transformation process.  
  

 
 
Panel 9  “A high-throughput system to evaluate disease severity in oats” 
  Ian McNish – University of Minnesota 
 

Crown rust is a serious disease of cultivated oats which regularly decreases oat yields in Minnesota by 5%. 
Multiple management strategies exist to reduce the impact of crown rust on oat production, but genetic 
resistance is the most desirable management strategy. Crown rust is a dynamic disease and plots must be 
evaluated multiple times to fully characterize the resistance of experimental lines. Unfortunately, visual 
evaluation is a laborious and subjective process and plots are often evaluated at only a single time point. To 
support the development of crown rust resistant oat lines, I have developed a high-throughput system to 
evaluate crown rust severity using multispectral aerial photography. Preliminary analysis indicates that it is 
possible to predict crown rust severity using data gathered from aerial images with accuracy similar to a 
human evaluator. It is possible, with further development, that this system could be used to quickly and 
easily evaluate a large disease nursery such as the buckthorn nursery in St. Paul, MN. 

 
 
Panel 10 “Culinary Corn: Finding New Flavor in Vegetable Corn” 
  Jamie Bugel – University of Wisconsin – Madison 
 

Sweet corn is a ubiquitous summer vegetable throughout the United States. Over the past few decades 
consumer preference for sweet and juicy cobs have driven breeding priorities. This has led to a gap in the 
market for more savory vegetable corn varieties. In the Sweet Corn Breeding and Genetics Program led by 
Dr. Bill Tracy, we are working with a number of heirloom varieties from the northern United States as well 



as Chilean choclero to breed more savory varieties of vegetable corn for the upper Midwest. We hope to 
improve these varieties for both eating quality and field performance in organic systems in order to bring a 
larger range of flavor and kernel quality to vegetable corn. We are using sensory techniques, such as 
tastings with local Madison-area chefs with the Seed to Kitchen Collaborative, to create flavor profiles and 
dishes using savory corn. In addition, we are performing carbohydrate and tenderness analysis in the lab to 
identify favored kernel components to inform the breeding program. 
 
In order to help gauge interest and promote different markets and consumers for farmers to sell culinary 
corn we have distributed choclo to farmers across the upper Midwest. We then surveyed and visited 
farmers growing choclo to learn more about how a savory corn can add to local vegetable diversity. This 
year we are continuing to distribute and connect growers with markets for their corn. This project 
contributes to the regional cuisine of Wisconsin, using insight from the farmers and tastemakers in the 
community, to develop vegetable varieties with benefits for both the local environment and economy. 

 
Panel 11 “Water-Use Efficiency of Recombinant Inbred Lines of Zea mays” 
  Lucas Roberts – University of Illinois 
 

Water is fundamental to plant growth and yet is a factor that growers often have little control over. When 
water becomes limiting, deleterious effects on plant growth and development occur, which decrease yield. 
Therefore, it is critical to identify lines that have a high water-use efficiency (WUE). It is important to note 
that WUE may be related to, but is different than, heat tolerance and drought resistance. Despite its 
importance, WUE is often overlooked in breeding programs due to the difficulty in measuring this trait. 
There are multiple methods to calculate WUE, two commonly used measurements are agronomic and 
intrinsic WUE. Agronomic WUE is calculated by plant biomass or grain yield produced per milliliter of 
water transpired. Intrinsic WUE is calculated by the ratio between of net photosynthesis (A) over 
transpiration (T). We have found diversity for WUE among lines of Zea. mays. Lines that do not use excess 
available water will have an advantage due to conservation of soil moisture. This available soil moisture 
will allow plants to better survive extended periods of drought. Here we explore methods for measuring 
WUE on four recombinant inbred lines (RILs) under highly controlled conditions and identify traits related 
to WUE. A better understanding of WUE, and related traits, will enable plant breeders to select varieties 
that are adapted to various water limiting environments. 

 
 
Panel 12 “Generating High Density, Low Cost Genotype Data in Soybean” 
  Mary Happ - University of Nebraska Lincoln  
 

The successful understanding and improvement of complex quantitative traits requires highly dense panels 
of genetic variation. The most common approaches are cost prohibitive or present reduced/missing data. 
We propose a combinatorial approach of low coverage whole genome sequencing and imputation with 
Beagle v4.1 to keep genotyping cost low while providing comprehensive SNP information, and 
demonstrate this approach in soybean. A reference panel was generated using public high depth sequence 
data. Coverages from 0.1X - 1X were evaluated and found to be up to 98.6% accurate after post imputation 
filtering. Strong trends in accuracy across minor allele frequencies and pairwise linkage disequilibrium 
were revealed, and weak kinship between the reference and study populations demonstrate the capability of 
imputation software to leverage cryptic relationships. Power analysis revealed simulated association 
analysis were most sensitive to errors as minor allele frequency declined, but that power could be recovered 
by increasing sample size. Providing a low cost method for obtaining dense genotypic information has the 
potential to expand the precision and power of genomics research.  

 
Panel 13 Controlling Sclerotinia sclerotiorum in Glycine max by targeting oxalic acid production using 

host-induced gene silencing 
  Megan McCaghey – University of Wisconsin-Madison 
 

Sclerotinia sclerotiorum, the causal agent of Sclerotinia stem rot (SSR), is a yield-limiting, fungal pathogen 
of Glycine max. The pathogenic success of S. sclerotiorum requires the secretion of oxalic acid (OA), a key 



virulence factor for this pathogen. Virus-induced gene silencing (VIGS) using Bean pod mottle virus 
(BPMV) was used to target OA biogenesis in S. sclerotiorum. A sequence of 366 bp, corresponding to the 
fungal oxaloacetate acetylhydrolase (Ssoah1), was cloned into a BPMV vector in an antisense orientation. 
BPMV constructs were introduced into G. max using particle bombardment, and viral symptoms paired 
with RT-PCR were used to confirm viral replication prior to inoculation. Disease progress and target 
mRNA levels were monitored over a five-day period. Remarkably, plants containing BPMV vectors 
targeting Ssoah1 showed enhanced resistance to S. sclerotiorum compared to empty-vector control plants, 
in three replicated experiments. These results provide evidence supporting host-induced gene silencing 
targeting virulence factors as a viable strategy to control SSR. Our study also evaluated exogenous 
applications of dsRNA and sRNA to limit fungal growth and OA production in vitro and in planta. Genetic 
resistance to SSR is inadequate in commercial soybean varieties, while fungicidal control can be 
inconsistent and expensive. Herein, we propose that RNAi strategies will provide new tools for resistance 
to S. sclerotiorum in G. max. 

 
 
Panel 14  “Mapping the Reduced Acylated Anthocyanin Phenotype in Maize” 
  Michael Paulsmeyer – University of Illinois 
 

The reduced acylation phenotype describes the inability of certain accessions of maize (Zea mays [L.]) to 
produce significant amounts of acylated anthocyanins, which are typically the most abundant pigments. 
Acylated anthocyanins are important for their association with stability and are therefore important for the 
various industries using anthocyanins as natural colorants to replace synthetic dyes. Many anthocyanin 
acyltransferases have been characterized in other species; however, no anthocyanin acyltransferases have 
been characterized in maize. Therefore, a mapping population was developed from a cross between mutant 
stock 707G and wild-type acylation line B73 to identify the locus associated with the reduced acylation 
trait. High-performance liquid chromatography was used to assay the pigment content and composition of 
129 F2 lines generated in the mapping population. Recessive alleles of Colorless1, Colored1, and the 
reduced acylation mutant all decreased anthocyanin content while Intensifier1 increased anthocyanin 
content in aleurone tissue. The association of increased proportions of acylation with increased anthocyanin 
content indicates acylation may be important for increasing the stability of anthocyanins in vivo. 
Genotyping-by-sequencing was used to create SNP markers to map the reduced acylation locus. In the QTL 
analysis, a segment of Chromosome 1 containing transferase family protein GRMZM2G387394 was found 
to be significant. A UniformMu Mu transposon knockout of GRMZM2G387394 demonstrated this gene 
has anthocyanidin malonyltransferase activity and will therefore be named Anthocyanin Acyltransferase1 
(AAT1). AAT1 is the first anthocyanin acyltransferase characterized in a monocot species and will increase 
our knowledge of all acyltransferase family members.  

 
 
Panel 15 “Insights into heterotic patterns and allelic diversity of U.S. dent maize with expired plant 

variety protection certificates” 
  Mike White – University of Wisconsin – Madison 
 

The privatization and consolidation of commercial maize breeding in the United States has resulted in a 
highly competitive industry.  As a result, developers of elite maize inbreds pursue forms of intellectual 
property protection to secure their proprietary germplasm. One form of intellectual property protection is 
the Plant Variety Protection (PVP) system where novel inbred lines are protected for a period of 18-20 
years.  Upon expiration of the PVP certificate, the previously protected PVP inbred is publicly released via 
the North Central Plant Introduction Station. Expired-PVP inbred lines can be an excellent source of elite 
germplasm to enhance or initiate a breeding program. However, the use of expired-PVP inbred lines in a 
breeding program is challenging because of ambiguous pedigrees, making it difficult to utilize lines in 
appropriate heterotic pools.  A panel of 328 expired-PVP inbred lines was genotyped at 899,000 SNPs 
derived from RNA-sequencing. A hierarchical cluster analysis grouped these expired-PVP lines based on 
genetic similarity into heterotic sub-groups. An ADMIXTURE analysis was performed to approximate the 
genomic presence of eight heterotic sub-groups.  These analyses define the heterotic composition of the 
inbreds in the current set of publicly available expired-PVP germplasm. In conjunction with information 



provided in PVP certificates; the utilization of heterotic sub-groups was estimated for Pioneer Hi-Bred, 
Dekalb-Pfizer, and Holden’s Foundation seed companies’ elite germplasm from 1978-1998.  To explore the 
effect of crossing between and among canonical heterotic patterns, 500 unique hybrids derived from 
expired-PVP inbreds were evaluated in a multi-environment yield trial experiment. This information can 
greatly expedite the process of utilizing this set of elite germplasm for the improvement of maize. 

 
 
Panel 16 “The Wisconsin Crop Innovation Center (WCIC): A New Public Sector Research Facility 

Enhancing the Global Capacity of Genetic Transformation and Gene Editing of Plants” 
 Nathalie Walter – University of Wisconsin – Madison 
 

Genetic engineering and gene editing systems are critical tools for the advancement of crop functional 
genomics research and genomics-based crop improvement efforts both in the U.S. and worldwide. Current 
crop transformation systems are limited, however, by genotype specificity of transformation protocols, high 
complexity and low efficiency of the processes, variable responses of target tissues, lack of high-
throughput procedures, intellectual property-related restrictions, and an overall lack of capacity at the 
national and international levels. In an effort to increase public sector plant transformation capacity the 
Wisconsin Crop Innovation Center (WCIC), part of the University of Wisconsin – Madison, USA, was 
opened in January, 2017. This 100,000 ft2 state-of-the-art facility is home to WCIC researchers and staff 
who are actively working to deliver new innovations and processes to mitigate plant transformation 
bottlenecks by leveraging their more than 150 years of experience in plant molecular biology and 
transformation. The WCIC has already added elite soybean and cowpea to its portfolio and is currently 
working on B73 and ex-PVP maize varieties, potato, barley, dry bean, sorghum, cucurbits, chickpea, 
tobacco, tobacco chloroplast, switchgrass, cassava, and poplar. Additionally, the WCIC has established 
high throughput pipelines for plasmid assembly, phenotyping, and post-transformation molecular 
characterization to provide a full array of services focused on gene expression and gene editing in crops. In 
addition to scale and speed, the WCIC brings to the crop genomics research community significant 
knowledge in plant transformation system establishment and optimization, genotype independent 
transformation in certain species, and a focus on development of new public sector plant transformation 
technology. The Molecular Technologies Department, Transformation Production Team, and 
Transformation R&D and Automation Team look forward to engaging with external researchers and 
collaborators who are seeking larger scale transformation and editing projects in a variety of plant species. 

 
 
Panel 17 “Drift happens: The genetic structure of Impatiens capensis reflects legacy of habitat loss 

and fragmentation” 
  Rachel Toczydlowski – University of Wisconsin – Madison 
 

Landscape geneticists seek to understand how landscape composition and configuration influence gene 
flow and genetic differentiation. However, other processes like genetic drift also shape population genetic 
structure, especially when populations are small and isolated. Floodplain forests provide a unique system to 
apply landscape genetic methods. River networks create high linear habitat connectivity, however 
considerable terrestrial habitat fragmentation may interrupt gene flow. We tested whether river networks 
and remaining suitable habitat promote gene flow among 12 populations of jewelweed (Impatiens capensis) 
otherwise surrounded by an agricultural/urban matrix. Populations were nested within four river systems 
and two major watersheds in Wisconsin, USA. We generated a panel of 10,004 single nucleotide 
polymorphisms using next-generation sequencing and assessed genetic diversity, differentiation, gene flow, 
and drift. Clustering methods revealed strong population structure (average pairwise FST = 0.32), 
suggesting limited gene flow. We did not find a signal of isolation by distance or suitable habitat, but 
alleles appear to flow along rivers given that differentiation increases with river distance. Patterns of 
population differentiation mirror local levels of genetic diversity (R2 = 0.89), and inbreeding (R2 = 0.18). 
Levels of inbreeding differ considerably among populations of this selfing annual (FIS = 0.2 to 0.9) with 
heterozygosity declining in smaller, more isolated populations. We conclude that genetic drift plays a 
strong role in structuring I. capensis populations in these floodplain forests. In rapidly changing 



environments, species must migrate or genetically adapt. Habitat fragmentation limits both processes, 
potentially compromising the ability of species to persist in fragmented landscapes. 

 
 
Panel 18 “Evolution, phylogenetics and phylogeography of Liliaceae subfamily Streptopoideae” 
  Shenyi Wang – University of Wisconsin – Madison 
 

Subfamily Streptopoideae (Liliaceae) as currently circumscribed is a group of perennial herbaceous plants 
that has three genera distributed in the Northern Hemisphere. There are 17 species in these three genera: 
Prosartes, Scoliopus, and Streptopus. The taxonomy and placement of these three genera or some species 
within has been controversial for a long time. The relationships among those genera has been explored in 
some higher-level taxa studies, but due to the incomplete taxa sampling, the whole picture of the finer scale 
phylogenetics of this subfamily has not ever been studied. So, I am aiming to use multiple molecular 
datasets, including whole plastome sequences, to reconstruct a robust phylogeny for this subfamily and 
check the evolutionary histories of the lineages using such methods as Ancestral Area Reconstruction, 
Ancestral State Reconstruction and past geographic distributions. I will also check the monophyly of 
species in Streptopus using multiple individuals of the same species by analyzing next generation DNA 
sequence data. Finally, I will conduct a comparative phylogeography study for North American Streptopus 
lanceolatus along with other two unrelated species: Goodyera pubescens (Orchidaceae) and Gaultheria 
procumbens (Ericaceae). These three species from different families have a similar disjunct distribution 
pattern across North America, and they may show evidence of being glacial refugia relicts in different areas 
of the country. 

 
 
Panel 19 “Consumer-Engaged Participatory Plant Breeding Model Comparison and Beet Flavor 

Breeding” 
Solveig Hanson – University of Wisconsin – Madison 
 

Participatory plant breeding has emerged as a cost-effective strategy for creating marketable cultivars that 
perform well on organic farms. This approach facilitates selection for complex traits - like flavor, yield, and 
climactic adaptation - that serve the target organic-farm environment. Moreover, farmer involvement in 
PPB can lead to increased varietal adoption, which in turn increases the program’s effectiveness and cost 
efficiency. 
 
Earthy aroma, conferred by the volatile terpenoid geosmin, is identified as the signature flavor of table beet. 
Geosmin is known to be synthesized by diverse soil dwelling microbes, so earthy flavor in beet historically 
was believed to be environmentally controlled. However, recent UW-Madison research shows that geosmin 
concentration in planta is under at least partial genetic control.  
 
Humans are extremely sensitive to geosmin, although detection thresholds differ among individuals. 
Excessive geosmin is perceived as unpalatable by some individuals, while others seek earthy flavor. High 
geosmin (very earthy) and low geosmin (very mild) beet populations developed at UW-Madison served as 
starting materials for this three-year recurrent selection breeding project with dual goals:  
 
Goal 1: Begin development of novel, locally adapted, flavor-identified beet cultivars suited for organic 
production in Wisconsin.  
 
Goal 2: Investigate best practices for participatory plant breeding in Wisconsin by comparing a single farm 
PPB model (Farm) with a broad outreach model (Outreach).  
 
After three years of participatory selection, three experimental cultivars have emerged from the Outreach 
model, and two have emerged from the Farm model. From identical starting beet populations, distinct 
consumer groups selected high geosmin beet families with similar appearance and flavor, but they selected 
low geosmin beet families with divergent color and flavor characteristics. Current research seeks to 



characterize perceived flavor in these experimental cultivars, quantify their geosmin concentration, and trial 
them against commercial checks in advance of potential commercialization. 
 

Panel 20 “Building a Computational Community of Practice among the Plant Scientists” 
  Steve Goldstein and Katie Gold – University of Wisconsin – Madison 
  

A pervasive problem faced by bench and field plant scientists is that advances in high-throughput 
measurement platforms are outpacing our communities’ abilities to readily analyze the datasets produced.  
In the fullness of time, communities certainly will evolve and have acquired the necessary computational 
expertise to solve this problem. We foresee undergraduate and graduate curricula preparing students, while 
faculty mentors and more advanced students will have these skills themselves and will be able to help 
newer lab members learn how to tackle challenging data analyses. 
 
But, until these skillsets become more pervasive in our communities, what can be done to help those 
struggling with computational challenges?  We propose creating a "Community of Practice" among plant 
science grad students and other researchers.  Such a community might: Support the development of small 
focus groups of graduate students working together on common data analyses and computational problems. 
Provide opportunities for proficient students to share their knowledge and teach peers. Solidify a 
knowledge network- help students learn where and who to go to when they need help. Encourage active 
learning environment and peer mentoring. 
 
Please join us at noon on December 14 to brainstorm about these and other ideas that could help you 
accelerate your computational research. We'll meet in Russell Labs Room 584 and lunch will be provided! 
 
And come to our poster to discuss how you can help foster the growth of this nascent community. 

 
 
Panel 21 “Transformative Change Required for Water Quality Improvement in the Yahara Watershed” 
  Tracy A Campbell – University of Wisconsin-Madison 
 

Across the Midwestern United States, agricultural watersheds are facing growing challenges as we strive to 
balance increasing food, fuel, and fiber demands with the maintenance of diverse ecosystem services. The 
Yahara Watershed, an agricultural and urbanizing watershed spanning 1,345 km2 in southern Wisconsin, 
exemplifies many of the current challenges. Water quality of the Yahara watershed is of specific concern, 
as decades of research have established agriculture’s impact on nutrient loading within the chain of lakes, 
which contributes to the development of algal blooms, decreased water clarity, and reduction in fish 
populations. To evaluate the impacts of increased perennial grass cover and reduced crop nutrient 
applications on surface water quality in a changing climate, we generated 48 scenarios projected to the year 
2070 using the Agro-IBIS agroecosystem model.  

 
Panel 22 “Resource allocation optimization for cultivar testing modeling micro and macro-environmental 

variability” 
  Pablo González Barrios – University of Wisconsin-Madison 

The efficient use of resources is one of the key factors for successful plant breeding programs. Controlling 
micro and macro-environmental variability is an effective way of improving the testing efficiency and the 
selection of superior genotypes. Common experimental designs in genotypic testing usually use replicated 
or un-replicated experiments at each location but balanced across locations. Some studies suggest that the 
increase in population size even at the expense of balanced experiments might be beneficial if genotype by 
environment interaction (GEI) is modeled. The objective of this study was to compare strategies for micro 
and macro-variability control that include GEI information, and to optimize resource allocation in multi-
environment trials (MET). Five experimental designs combined with four spatial correction models were 
compared for efficiency under three experimental sizes using simulations under a real yield variability map. 
Additionally, six resource allocation strategies were evaluated in terms of accuracy and expected response 
to selection. Remarkably, one of our proposed strategies (i.e. Mega-Environmental Design, MED with 60% 



of replicated plots) had the largest response to selection when compared with other standard approaches. 
This strategy uses historical mega- environments (ME) to unbalance genotypic testing within ME and 
models GEI. The MED was the best resource allocation strategy and could potentially increase selection 
response up to 46% in breeding programs when genotypes are evaluated in MET.  

 


